SOMEONE’S
“ORBIT”
EXHIBITION
I wanted a name that said: ‘Don’t worry about who I am. Just check out what I
make. It’s really much more interesting.’
‘Someone’ is the Amsterdam based multi-disciplinary artist Tessa Rose
Jackson. She celebrates and explores creativity in all its different forms.
Having always harboured a love for art of all disciplines, Tessa discovered
a joy in crossing borders between genres, collaborating with other artists and
putting ego and image aside to focus on simply ‘making’. The result is a
constant flow of work that, although diverse in format, is held together more
by mind set.
For her upcoming EP release ‘Orbit’, Someone wants to explore the intensity
with which art and music can be fused, in a way that they enhance each other
fully. The plan is to create an interactive Augmented Reality exhibition that
combines Someone’s psychedelic music with cutting edge technology and
hypnotic art.

The EP uses the metaphor of orbiting planets to comment on our overstimulated generation.
It suggests that in spending so much time on our phones and social media, being constantly
exposed to external distractions, we are ’orbiting’ around each other and our passions, rarely
actually touching, resting, focusing long enough to truly connect.
In this context, the ‘Orbit’ exhibition aims to create a peaceful and focused space where the
public can fully immerse themselves in Someone’s new work. The exhibition will be presented in
gallery spaces in Amsterdam, London, Berlin and Paris. Upon entering, visitors are presented
with a pair of headphones and a tablet, or the option of downloading the Orbit app onto their
own phone or tablet.
In the gallery itself the walls will be lined with
abstract works of art, all using elements reminiscent of space and
planets. In the centre of the exhibition the five main works will be
displayed, each representing one song on the EP.
These are the interactive multimedia works. When viewed through a
tablet or phone the artworks come to life, and the song linked to that
piece will start playing through the visitor’s headphones.
The artworks each react differently. Some will pop out at the viewer
and become suddenly suspended in space, inviting the viewer to
touch and interact.
Other pieces will feel like a portal, a window through which the
visitor is looking out of, as if travelling on a high-speed train
through a cosmic landscape. The animations will react to the music,
dynamically building as the songs progress.
They will also react to touch from the viewer on their tablet screens,
allowing full interaction and immersion. The music itself is also
interactive, as moving further from an artwork will make the music
quieter, muffled, as if playing from a great distance.
Whereas moving closer will make it louder and more intimate.
When the app is activated, the user’s phone will automatically
switch to ‘airplane mode’, allowing for full focus and concentration,
without the possibility of being distracted.
The artworks can even be taken home, in either full-sized limited
print editions or via a set of miniature card sized prints. Visitors can
use the app to enjoy the same experience of music and interactive
art at home, and share it with their friends.
Someone is very excited to be sharing this new project with the
world.

CLICK HERE for a private link to Someone’s new ‘Orbit’ EP.
CLICK HERE for a demonstration of the first prototype.
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